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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Community Meeting Notes 

May 12, 2022 

1. Meeting Agenda and Purpose
Sam Magill, Facilitator, opened the meeting announcing the purpose of the gathering was two-fold: 
1) Provide brief overview of Petaluma Valley groundwater conditions, and 2) receive feedback on the rate
and fee study options. Magill gave a brief overview of the agenda and introduced David Rabbitt, Sonoma
County Supervisor and Petaluma Valley GSA Chair, who provided opening remarks.

2. Welcome and Background
David Rabbit welcomed the group and thanked everyone for joining the meeting. Groundwater is the only 
drinking water source for thousands of people in Petaluma Valley. The state has mandated that local 
governments manage groundwater, through the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). 
However, the state did not provide funds to support the administration and management of the agency. So, 
local governments need to figure out how to do this, which is why we’re meeting tonight. 

As you know, if you attended the virtual community meeting in March, read the newspaper or are on 
Nextdoor or Facebook, the fees that have been proposed for Petaluma are very, very high. The Board shares 
your concerns about the levels of these proposed fees, and at its April meeting, the Board of Petaluma 
Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency, which I chair, decided to do two things: 

1. First, slow down. We want to slow down the fee study until we know how much state grant funding
that we will receive. We won’t know the answer to that question until next year. But the more grant
money we get, the less money we need to come up with locally.

2. Second, we asked staff to take a hard look at the budget: The state law that requires us to manage
the groundwater basin includes some very specific requirements. If we don’t meet these
requirements, the state could come in and manage the basin – at a cost – which would create a
whole new set of issues. However, there are other budget items that we may be able to defer or
eliminate, and the Board asked staff to cut these as much as possible.

In addition, I’ve asked the county to allocate funds to help support the GSA for another year or two while 
we sort all of this out. I won’t know the outcome of this request until mid-June, but if I’m successful, we 
could buy some time to figure out some options that could help spread the costs and reduce fee amounts. 
We’ve also asked the state for help by providing funding for very small basins, like ours, to offset some of 
the administrative and compliance costs. It’s a Hail Mary request, but we thought it was worth a chance. 

Tonight we will briefly discuss why we we’re in this situation and also let you know about the state 
requirements for managing the groundwater basin. Then we will give you an update on the fee process, 
including more detail about what I just discussed, and we will get your feedback. 
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3. Groundwater Basin Conditions, Projects, and Budget
Marcus Trotta, Sonoma Water Principal Hydrogeologist, shared information regarding the GSP, which is 
available online. The GSP was adopted in December 2021, following more than 50 public meetings and input 
from the GSA Board and a diverse, stakeholder-based Advisory Committee. Groundwater is a key 
component of water supply locally.  Petaluma Valley groundwater basin is required to comply with SGMA 
because the state determined that it is a medium-priority basin, based on eight factors. A Groundwater 
Sustainability Plan assessed basin conditions and describes the status of six key sustainability indicators:  

1. Groundwater Quality – Highly variable in Petaluma Valley basin but, overall, is generally
acceptable for most uses, while there are some areas that do have water quality problems. These
are generally localized and related to either historical land uses or local geologic conditions.
Groundwater quality is measured by looking at three different constituents of concern that are
either naturally occurring or the result of human activities: arsenic, nitrates, and salts.

2. Land Surface Subsidence – Evaluated whether it’s occurring, the cause, and whether it is
permanent or inelastic. There is no evidence of inelastic land subsidence due to groundwater
pumping.

3. Interconnected Surface Water – Data is limited on the effect of groundwater pumping on stream
flows, it will be important to gain more information as we move forward.

4. Seawater Intrusion – We also have limited information regarding how and if sea water is
migrating inland into the basin from the Baylands area.

5. Groundwater Storage – The overall amount of groundwater storage has been relatively stable,
just a slight decrease because of the dryer conditions.

6. Groundwater Levels – Generally stable in most areas, however, there are some wells along the
northeastern hills of the basin and northern basin boundary where we see some declining trends
that have been occurring over the past five to 15 years.

Section 6 includes projects and actions needed to address current and future problems such as water use 
efficiency and alternative water source projects for rural resident, commercial and industrial users, and 
agriculture. Other projects and actions include aquifer storage and recovery (ASR), storm water capture 
and on-farm capture and low-impact development, and policy options including discretionary review of 
well permits, Farm Plan Coordination, and well metering for non-residential pumpers. The five-year cost of 
compliance is about $1 million a year in Petaluma Valley. 

Compliance allows the basin to retain local control; will help develop information and data that will identify 
problems that could impact well owners and ecosystems; and build resiliency of the aquifer systems. 

4. Fee and Rate Study Update and Next Steps
Jerry Bradshaw, SCI Consulting Group, gave an update on funding sources, groundwater pumping data, 
costs, and preliminary options and rates associated with the options. He noted that a fee study is needed to 
provide for this next phase of GSP implementation. To date, local agencies and state grants have been 
funding the GSA. 

Funding sources are broken down into three groups: 1) grants from the state, 2) GSA members (water 
agencies, cities, and towns), and 3) groundwater users (directly benefiting from pumping and/or spreading 
costs across all properties). Common funding mechanisms include regulatory fees, taxes and assessments.  
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About 2,500-3,000 acre feet of groundwater is pumped annually in Petaluma Valley. Agriculture and turf 
irrigation account for about 70% of groundwater pumped annually, with rural residents, businesses, the city 
of Petaluma and small public water suppliers accounting for the remainder. The average annual GSA budget 
for the next five years is a little over $1 million dollars; if the GSA receives the maximum grant funding 
possible, about 40% of its costs would be covered, leaving a gap of a little over $600,000. 

A fee based on groundwater pumped (the most common methodology) is calculated by dividing the average 
annual cost of implementing the GSP by the average annual amount of groundwater pumped in the basin. If 
the budget assumes that the GSA will receive grant funding, the fee would be $230 per acre foot of 
groundwater pumped. If it’s assumed that no grant funding is received, the fee would be $400 per acre foot. 
The fee study assumes that rural residents (with no commercial water use) use 0.5 acre-feet of water 
annually. So, rural residents would pay $115-$200 annually. 

Alternative funding options include: 

• A wellhead fee, which would be between $480 to $850 per parcel annually, and which has the
disadvantage of not distinguishing between commercial wells and residential wells;

• A parcel tax, which would be levied on all parcels in the basin (not just groundwater users). The
parcel tax would be $28-$55 per parcel, but requires to be placed on the ballot and 2/3 voter
approval;

• A benefit assessment approach, which would be a $55 to $96 fee on all property owners in the
basin, based on the benefit received from groundwater as a resource; and

• A hybrid option which includes a flat fee on all parcels in the basin plus a per=acre foot charge. This
spreads the fee to more people, and lowers the per-acre foot charge significantly.

At the last community meeting, many people provided feedback about the very high fee levels. The GSA 
Board responded at its April meeting by directing staff to: 

• Slow down (such high rates deserve thorough consideration)
• Consider interim funding for Year 1
• Buy time to examine grants, legislative help for Years 2 – 5 (and beyond)
•
• Cut Year 1 budget to the bone & use fund balance 

• $400,000 gap ($150 per AF)
• Some saving are deferred to future years

• Consider member contributions in-lieu of user rates
• Possible help from County General Fund

Next steps include discussing community feedback with the GSA Board in May and asking the Board to 
identify a path forward and potentially considering a fee study in June and July. 

5. Closing Remarks
David Rabbitt thanked everyone for attending the meeting. Please continue to remain involved. Your 
feedback on the fee study is much appreciated, we will be discussing it at our next Board meeting in Mayand 
you are invited to attend virtually.  
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For more information on the GSA and its Groundwater Sustainability Plan required by the Sustainable 
Management Groundwater Act, please visit https://petalumavalleygroundwater.org/. 

For more information on the Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Plan, please visit 
https://petalumavalleygroundwater.org/gsp/. 

Attachments: 
1. Questions and Answers / Comments

https://petalumavalleygroundwater.org/
https://petalumavalleygroundwater.org/gsp/


Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Community Meeting - Questions and Answers 

May 12, 2022 

1. Craig Roth: Cotati. Lives near Basin boundary.
a. Concerned with the estimate of .5 AF for rural residential, asks if the GSA has checked

on city water use to compare and verify estimate.
b. What about multi-family homes?
c. Has the Consultant considered that in addition to the dairy, wineries, cannabis, there

are other users, such as schools, nurseries, commercial gardens? If we expand the
amount of AF, we lower the rate.

Answer: We are looking at multi-family and schools, they are in our database, and we are trying 
to get them right. 

2. Jeff Steinbach
a. We all see the value of this, but because population growth contributes so heavily to the

fact that were in the medium range anyway, the whole community contributes to these
factors. It seems that voters should support everyone paying for some of these things.

b. Why are we paying for this when it has nothing to do with what we alone have done?
c. It is important for the GSA to focus on how the whole community can share this burden.
d. I don’t want a meter; I don’t want the government on my property for something that’s

been there since the 40s.

3. Larry Wagner, Adobe Rd, Petaluma for last 60 years.
a. I understand the directive from the state, and what they have put on the GSA to

accomplish.
b. When Warm Springs Dam was built, the community was assured that we would always

have all the water we need. But population has changed that.
c. There are people capitalizing on Petaluma, and while none of them are in this room, I

suggest you go after the developers, and the real estate agents, and see what money
you can shake out of their pockets.

d. I also do not want to go with rates like this that can be changed at any time.

4. Liam Miller
a. If rural residents also have a 100-acre dry pasture for beef cattle, will they be charged

for both?

Answer: No, that would be considered dry farming. 

b. Why does PV have only 2,500 well users?
c. Why is West Petaluma not a part of the Basin?

Answer: The State determines these boundaries, in part based on the geologic formation. 
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5. Sandy Greegsman:
a. How will properties be assessed for agriculture and domestic wells?

Answer: For each parcel we have data on whether there are crops on it, and what types of crops 
are planted and whether there is a home. These datasets will determine what each parcel is 
charged. 

6. David:
a. These grants from special interest, do they have anything to do with Prop 68? I thought

that was supposed to be about parks.
b. This whole thing boils down to extortion. You’re trying to take something that is ours.

The people that are charging or taking without representation, under the guise of
monitoring. You’ll be monitoring will be how fast the water table is drying up. Then
you’ll profit from the water going dry. There is no water being replenished, just
depleted. This is only complicated because you don’t know how much water you can
take without leaving people in serious situations.

7. Dave Ansel:
a. Do you realize your support for this will lose you reelection? (To Supervisor Rabbit)

8. Professor Dave Adams
a. Why are we building all these apartments in downtown Petaluma? Because the state

mandate to build; these laws are in contradiction with each other; it’s always easiest to
regulate the minority, GW users are certainly the minority; and when new apartments are
being built, developers pay fees. Why isn’t that revenue spent across 30 years, on issues like
this?

9. Richard DeCarlo
a. Water rights are as old as mankind. I pay myself for the costs of drilling and maintaining

my well. I use very little water.
b. In the city there are 30,000 homes easily and should be charged a large fee that they

distribute through the municipality.
c. I don’t know how paying a fee every year is going to increase water supply in Petaluma. I

don’t want a meter, how much will that cost, and who’s going to pay for it?
d. Will rural residential users be charged more if they pump more?

Answer: 

a. The work of the GSA, as required by the state, is to achieve and maintain sustainability
within the Basin. For now, that means determining what problems are occurring and
what problems may occur, and then to look at what might fix them, such as
conservation or recharge.

b. SGMA does provide the authority for GSAs to require meters for some users, but not for
de minimis users (basically, rural residential well owners cannot be metered).

c. Because a lot of this is based on estimation, rural residential users would not likely see a
change year to year. However, the Board is considering the possibility of an appeals
process, which could alter a fee if data were provided.

6 
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10. Ted Cabral, Petaluma native, west side of town, 6 acres
a. What you are doing is wrong in part, because you’re not taking into account recharge.

My property is net positive in terms of GW, as it adds mor than it uses.
b. I would like to see us getting credits for our GW recharge, while developers are profiting

from state laws that are requiring the regulations.

Answer: The potential of credits is something that would require a lot of additional data to identify 
whether that a parcel has the right geological conditions to contribute to recharge that is beneficial to 
the Basin. However, there are models in other parts of the state in which credits are being given to 
property owners that are utilizing recharge that can be measured. This is something we are considering 
for the future. 

11. Geovanni
a. This really comes down, for us, to an issue of fairness. You just said that 50% of the GW

is being used by agriculture, and we use only 17%, so the bulk of the fees should be
charged to big agriculture.

b. What services will we get from this? In the city, when they pay for water, the water
district handles all the service up to the meter.

c. Around my home there are 3 parcels, they all have access to the same well. Only one
neighbor uses it, but it’s on our property. Are we going to be charged for their water
use?

Answer: We are not looking at wells, we are looking at parcels and water use. All three homes would be 
charged the rural residential rate. 

12. Nina Von Sweden
a. This water is supposed to be sustainable for everyone in PV. I replaced a pump a few

years ago, I pay the electricity. This should be spread out over everybody.

13. Dave H.
a. Why is law enforcement here, do you consider us a threat?

Answer: No 

14. Mr. Roach
a. If a ranch of 250 acres, that through history has been divided into 7 parcels, one of

those has a well and a parcel on it. A neighbor, with 350 acres, and has multiple
residences on that parcel, but were paying the same right? That isn’t equitable to me.
Just because of tax boundary lines, we pay the same.

b. Why can’t we pay by owner, like Cal Fire did?

Answer: the charges are not structured per parcel, but instead, by acres. So, it would depend on the use 
an acreage, and in the two examples that you provided, the landowners would not pay the same 
amount of fees. 

15. Janice Cader-Thompson
a. I hate to hear the Cities being pitted against the rural area. That’s not productive. I

would like to see somebody from the city here as well, answering some questions. You
need to start working together on this, because this has been going on for 30 years.

7 
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b. You’re asking us to subsidize the vineyards, and that isn’t right. They need to pay for
this.

Answer: The city is in the game. They pump water and would be charged per AF just like a rural resident 
or farmer would. They need the ability to pass costs to their customers, and have other water sources, 
but they are paying. 

16. Joe Peterson
a. I can’t help but think that the history lesson you gave us tonight came too late. The first

time water became an issue was in the 40s, when they created the flood control and
water conservation districts. But now they call themselves water agencies, which
doesn’t legally exist.

b. If it weren’t for the cities, we wouldn’t have any water problem. Now we put down all
this pavement and closed off recharge.

c. This is the worst that government can be, to create a tax to pay for a study, that gets put
in file cabinet.

17. Lynn D
a. How is it equitable to assess the same fee on all wells?

Answer: We are not putting the same fee on all wells, but all parcels pay according to the same rate, 
with water use being estimated. We don’t have any actual data on rural residential wells, and we’ve had 
to make some estimations. This is a weak point in the data. 

18. Paul
a. How will parcels that are zoned incorrectly be charged (rural residential in ag zoning)?

Answer: We are working with assessor codes, not zoning. 

b. What would happen if there is one property owner with two parcels? (Would that
person pay double?)

Answer: One house, one charge. 

19. (No name provided)
a. Are the three basins operating independently of each other?

Answer: Yes, they are three separate legal entities. 

20. Mr. Stone: Piper Road
a. The cities are not paying their fair share.
b. I’ve seen wells drop 30 feet.
c. All this stuffs not doing us any good.
d. Warm Springs was supposed to help agriculture and hasn’t at all. And its being sent to

Marin County.
e. Cannabis uses a lot of water, and nobody wants it.

21. Steve Brown
a. You estimated the pumping at 24,000 AF. What is the estimated natural recharge rate?

8 
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Answer: Current estimate is around 3,000 AF range, and total recharge estimate is probably over 10,000 
AF. However, you can’t manage your basin based on these numbers, because much of this recharge is 
used by plants and other natural phenomena.  

22. Zoe
a. Where do riparian water rights fit into this discussion?

Answer: SGMA does not change existing water rights. Riparian water uses are these that have rights 
along streams or creeks. However, some of these people still use wells which needs to be taken into 
account. 

23. (No name provided)
a. Prop 1 in 2014 allocated 900 million for state GW program. Where did that money go?

Answer: This money was used to fund the GSP. 

24. (No name provided)
a. Are the decision makers stakeholders?

Answer: yes, member agencies are stakeholders, and are represented on the Board. Water agencies, 
environmental groups, and others. 

25. No Name provided
a. The budget is $1,000,000. Who are we paying for, and what are their salaries?

Answer: The GSA has no staff and pays no salaries. The GSA has contracts with agencies and consultants 
and they do the work. 

26. Caroline:
a. Is there a plan to dredge Lake Mendocino to increase water storage?

Answer: There is no plan for dredging Lake Mendocino. The cost would outweigh the benefit. 

27. No name provided
a. How deep was Warm Springs Dam when it was built? We need to consider how much

sediment is in the bottom of it to increase our water capacity.

Answer: We don’t have that information now. 

28. No name provided
a. Home values and property taxes are up. Use this money to pay for the GSA.

29. No name provided
a. Why was urban residential use not included on you pie chart?

Answer: It is in there, but it is labeled under public systems. 

30. No name provided
a. The cost of environmental studies is outrageous. How will you help us deal with it?

9 
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31. No name provided
a. Are you going to sell our water to Marin?

Answer: I want to make it clear that the GSA is not going to take water from GW users and distribute it. 
This is not the case. We have monitoring wells to measure groundwater levels and other things, but they 
do not take water out of the Basin.  

32. David
a. What’s the point of this? Why can’t we figure out a solution where you don’t take our

water, like desalniation?

Answer: The GSA does not have any desalination projects in the Plan. It can be very expensive to 
implement and can have environmental consequences. For you region the plan is looking at increasing 
water supplies, utilizing wintertime water that would otherwise go into the ocean and use it for 
recharge. 

33. Marylin
a. The water recycling plant dumps water into the Petaluma River. Why aren’t we using

this for city facilities and drinking water. This needs to seriously be looked at.

Answer: The city only releases recycled water if it doesn’t have storage for it and when farmers don’t 
need it (during the winter). The North Bay Water Reuse Authority is a three-county association and 
brings in a ton of grant money for the projects to increase storage and distribution of recycled water. It’s 
a precious commodity. 

34. Richard Cooper
a. When I purchased my property, I was told the water was from the Sebastopol aquifer. Is

that true?

Answer: You’re likely in the Petaluma Basin. 

b. I have a seasonal pond and runoff ditch. How much of this water can saturate into the
ground on my property?

c. What benefit can catch basins have on recharging water?
d. Don’t waste my water, don’t waste my money

Answer: Often it can be the State that comes in and makes decisions 

35. John King
a. Our county supervisors, who are the Water Agency directors, despite the warning signs,

despite my lawsuit, we still have no GW management plan. We now owe Marin
Municipal Water District 27-28 B gallons of water / year, for the people that will live
there as properties are developed.

b. The cities are by far the biggest users and contribute to recharge issues.
c. The only representation for rural residents are the supervisors, and they favor the cities.

36. Tom Scott, Petaluma
a. The entire County should pay the same fee.
b. You cannot manage GW that you cannot see or cannot measure.

10 
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c. Why is the cost so different in each of the 3 Basins?
d. If you monitor the wells, what are looking for? Will you shut people off?

Answer: Monitoring wells and the GSP are looking at GW levels to better understand Basin conditions. 
This can determine if there are long-term declines. This information can trigger reaction form the GSA 
that can protect GW levels in the future. 

37. Dave Mantle
a. If the state is going to require this regulation, they should pay for it. And Supervisor

Rabbit should be pushing back against the state and fighting for us.

38. Are you bonded?

Answer: No 

39. Gary Filipini
a. I can understand how you get the fee by taking the cost and dividing it by the number of

wells. But it seems to me for each Agency the aggregate is about 14%

Answer: Our three basins have three different governance structures. That’s why it was parsed out the 
way it was. 

b. Can you consider spreading it out among the Agencies throughout the county? All well
owners in the County?

Answer: There has been some discussion of how to merge these GSAs, but there are political realities 
that make that complicated. I will say that on the cost estimates, that because the GSAs all work 
together and share some of the same staff, there is already a cost savings built in in that way. Also, there 
are legal requirements that prohibit people in other basins from paying a fee that isn’t benefiting them. 
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